CAP UCLA Presents Bestselling Author Ursula K. LeGuin
November 15 at Royce Hall

Center for the Art of Performance at UCLA (CAP UCLA) brings legendary author and worldweaver Ursula K. LeGuin to Royce Hall Sunday, November 15 at 4 p.m. Tickets ($19-$59) are available now via cap.ucla.edu, Ticketmaster and the UCLA Central Ticket office at 310.825.2101.

Le Guin’s extraordinary body of work spans poetry and prose including realistic fiction, science fiction, fantasy, poetry, essays and translation. She has published six books of poetry, twenty novels, over a hundred short stories, four collections of essays, eleven books for children and four volumes of translation. Her best-known fantasy works, the six *Books of Earthsea*, have sold millions of copies in America and England, and have been translated into eighteen languages. Her first major work of science fiction, *The Left Hand of Darkness*, is considered epoch-making for its radical investigation of gender roles and its moral and literary complexity.

Awarded the National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters in 2015, Le Guin has been a finalist for the American Book Award and the Pulitzer Prize, and has received a National Book Award, five Hugo and five Nebula Awards, the L.A. Times Robert Kirsch Award, the Pen/Center and Pen/Malamud Awards and more. The renowned author will appear in conversation celebrating her vast and influential oeuvre, hosted and moderated by CAP UCLA director of education and special initiatives, Meryl Friedman.

*This presentation is supported in part by the Arthur E. Memorial Endowment.*

**TICKET INFORMATION**

General tickets are available at cap.ucla.edu, all Ticketmaster outlets, by phone at 310.825.2101 or in person at the UCLA Central Ticket Office located in the southwest corner of the James West Alumni Center. Student rush tickets, subject to availability, are
offered at $18 one hour before show time to all students with valid ID. UCLA student ($15) and UCLA faculty and staff ($25) tickets are available while supplies last.
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